Integrated Hotel Management Solutions
SystemTEQ’s iHMS is a cost effective centralised control system designed specifically to cater the needs of a range of facilities such as
hotels, service apartments, offices and so forth. The local control panel provides access to the ligthing,heating, ventilation and air
conditioning at any point within the supervised system. As such, it provides an incomparable management tool for providing information
for scheduling maintenance, and for automatically alerting the engineering team to faults as they occur.

Key features












Guestroom/back of house security
Lighting, dimming, scene and mood setting
Comfort control, Heating and ventilation
Guest services
Butler, valet call system
Housekeeping discreet occupancy annunciation
Advance security feature Caller display
Alarm monitoring
Interface to 3rd party systems and Hotel Management System
Energy saving
Customization

Guest Services
All guest services can be accessed either from wall mounted control plates and or from a range of LCD control consoles, freestanding or incorporated into the room furniture.






Guests can control their in room security features.
DND (Do not disturb) and MUR (Make up room) features can be posted to the relevant departments.
For swift response, informative messages can be fed to onsite paging devices.
The management can extract a comprehensive report for audits.

Lighting Control

Security

iHMS software can be customized and configured to
provide a comprehensive lighting control which includes
dimming, scene and mood setting and zoning features.

iHMS security includes locking, alarm monitoring and advanced
caller display on TV.






Safe and cost effective systems.
Uses energy saving and extra low voltage.
Switches and control plates can be
customized to suit individual requirements
Choice of activation includes wall plates,multi
lingual LCD control consoles and handheld IR
remotes.

Energy Saving








Completely flexible suiting.
Unlimited doors per key.
Sensor controlled occupational presence.
Comprehensive event logging & permanent
archiving.
Immediate notification of entry & exit.
Door ajar alarm and central barring.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

SystemTEQ is equipped with a virtual energy manager ESM,
that monitors and controls the room environment based on
human occupancy.




ESM ensures that the heating , cooling and
lighting operates in energy saving mode only
when people occupancy is not detected in the
room .
ESM ensures maximum saving by providing your
staff with an override facility to set the room in
check out mode.

Online Demo
To discover how SystemTEQ can put you in total
control ,please visit the below link,
VIDEO: http://vimeo.com/5375747#at=0
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